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Through technologies*, 
we participate in the 
minds of others.

Collective cognition and 
extended minds

Every new technology 
we enact makes new 
adjacent possible 
empty niches for 
ourselves and others.

Longo, G., Montévil, M., & Kauffman, S. (2012). No entailing laws, but enablement in the evolution of the biosphere. 1379–1392.

*technology (noun and verb): the organization of stuff to do stuff
Dron. J. (2023). How Education Works: Teaching, Technology, and Technique, AUPress





Social forms
• The group   

Hierarchies, membership, intentionality, collaboration, hard 
boundaries, norms, structure. Groups are technologies that 
utilize phenomena including sets and nets.

• The set 
Publication, aggregation, anonymity, cooperation. Structured by 
topic or shared attributes. Sets are phenomena that can be 
used by or engendered by technologies.

• The net 
Personal connections, fuzzy boundaries, emergent structure. 
Nets are phenomena that can be used by or engendered by 
technologies.
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network problems 
that groups solve

preferential attachment
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Set problems that 
groups solve

anonymity lack of process
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But groups are a Faustian Bargain
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There are other 
ways to use and 
give structure to 

nets and sets



Non-group solutions: 

1.Designed manipulation 
2.Emergent collectives 
3.Hybrids



The owner’s purpose is rarely 
only to support learning. 

Or it may be more sinister.

Designed manipulation and 
conflicting agendas.
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LLMs as general-
purpose collectives
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Collectives, groups, 
nets, and sets

groupcollective



BUT… 
Generative AIs are 

the first widely 
available 

technologies that 
use other 

technologies

LLMs are collectives

They mimic/enact soft technique. They are not just part of an 
orchestration.They assemble and orchestrate themselves.


They create, they solve problems, they invent.



What happens when we learn to 
be human from things that are 

not (quite) human?



The grey goo scenario
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Generative AIs with separate, non-
overlapping roles

Generative AIs to support 
human connection

Education as a community vs 
education as a product



Thank you
https://howeducationworks.ca

Free to 

read, cheap 

to buy!
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